2020 ACCOMMODATION RATES
Self Catering
Accommodation

Per Unit Sharing per night

Single Rate per night

Tusker Suite *

R1800

R1250

Hippo Chalet *

R1220

R850

Turtle Tents (kitchenette & en-suite)

R1220

R850

R850

R600

Turtle Tents (shared ablutions)
*Extra Bed

R200
Camping Adult

Camping Child (6-12 yrs)

235

120

Meals - to be prebooked

Adult

Child under (0-5 yrs)

Dinner

R520

R260

Lunch

R140

R70

Breakfast

R140

R70

Fish Eagle Campsite
*min rates apply in peak seasons

TUSKER SUITE TENTS (en-suite) - 5 units available
(Sleeps 2, can take 2 x *Extra Beds)
The tents are luxurious and situated in a private setting under big Waterberry trees. The Tusker Suites
have a veranda, change room, separate toilet and outside shower room. The units have fans and are
fully serviced.
HIPPO CHALET, (en-suite) - 6 units available
(Sleeps 2, some units can take an *extra bed)
Our chalets are rustic luxury, constructed from wood and reeds and situated in a private setting under
big waterberry trees. Each unit has a toilet and private outside shower. They have ceiling fans,
mosquito nets and a queen bed or two single beds in each chalet. The units are fully serviced.
TURTLE TENT WITH KITCHENETTE, (en-suite)  - 5 units available
(Sleeps 2)
This is a large permanent tent, erected on a wooden deck in a private area. The units are en-suite with
toilet, shower and kitchenette. It has two single beds with linen, fans and is fully serviced.
TURTLE TENT with shared ablutions - 2 units available
(Sleeps 2)
They are large permanent tents erected on wooden decks, each with a veranda in a shaded area.
They have two full size single beds with linen, fans and are fully serviced. The ablutions are shared
between two tents with hot showers.
FISH EAGLE CAMPSITE -  14 stands available
All of our campsites are private. They are enclosed in reed fencing and shaded under Waterberry trees.
Our campsites vary in size and can accommodate up to 12 people per site.
Each site has a braai, an electrical plug point(220V, peak times), a light and water tap. There are,
serviced ablutions with hot and cold water. *Min rates apply in peak season.
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